2010 dodge journey

We bought a gently used journey and traveled cross country for Thanksgiving, honestly I didn't
love it and hated the weird headrests, although the various compartments were great. Someone
clipped us going 90 on the highway and we rolled 5 times, ending up on the roof feet into a field.
The side curtain airbags and those behind the front seat headrests saved our lives, we bought
another one immediately. We had small children in the back, and we all walked away. Cheap
interior, yes, but that car saved our lives so we can celebrate Christmas this year. I have had
this car now for 9 months and 14k miles. It is amazing!! I can drive this car all day long and
arrive at my destination fresh. Roadtrips, the miles woosh by silently as the V6 purrs along. That
75 mph, it spins along under 2, rpm. It returns mpg at that speed The interior does have a lot of
hard resting spots but is so full of cubbies and storage bins, who cares, really? Two bins under
the floor in back, another huge bin in the cargo area under the floor, another bin under the front
passenger seat cushion. Cupholders everywhere, door and console. The rear seats recline and
move back and forth for legroom. The third row is just for kids though. Had an '04 Porsche
Cayenne Turbo and just loved it! Thought we'd like a Mercedes - bought an '08 E 4-Matic. Super
car but missed the SUV. Wanted 3 row seats for grandkids, reasonable economy, comfort,
conveinence, versatility, etc. Looked at everything out there within reason. Thought the Jouney
is the best bang for the buck. The Mazda CX-9 was nice but too big for the wife. This Journey
does not disappoint - super quiet, very comfortable, and easy to enter and exit. Best move we
made in 46 years of marriage! This vehicle is absolutely amazing. It has an 3rd row of seats so I
didn't have to buy a minivan. Plenty of space for all the extra kids I tote along everywhere. The
drive and the ride is so smooth. All the extra storage spots are awesome. It is relaxing to drive
this crossover. The gas mileage is average but great compared to what I was spending on gas
in my Dodge Ram. The kids absolutely love everything in our Journey. So many windows, and
not a blind spot anywhere. The 6 disc cd changer is great. There is nothing negative to say
about this car. Did I mention that it is beautiful on the outside. What a sleek and sexy
crossover!! I bought my Journey used in with 45, miles. My 1 st problem was buying it from a
shady dealer, which I didn't know at the time. Dealer had it more the 1st month than I did. I
noticed after driving it a day, the gas gauge wasn't working. Then after I got it back, the rotors
were bad. After a year, I had to get a new key I've had to have the oil pan replaced. Water keeps
leaking IN my car on my passenger side because the smallest of debris gets down in my a. It
fried my relay switch and a leak in my coolant reservoir had a leak. Now, I have a pin hole in my
motor which causes my antifreeze to leak and overheat. At least, this is my understanding of my
newest issue Needless to say, I'm getting rid of it. I go to greyhound events with my 2 large
greys and it's perfect. I even fit 2 kayaks in it. And it hauls my 27' camper. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Journey. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros comfort
appearance fuel efficiency spaciousness driving experience ride quality off-roading cup
holders. Well Worth A Look!! Items per page:. Write a review See all Journeys for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Journey. Sign Up. The Dodge Journey offers minivan
conveniences without the minivan stigma and pricing, but it's not refined or capable enough to
earn our recommendation. The Dodge Journey crossover SUV is effectively a replacement for
Chrysler's now defunct short-wheelbase minivans -- a family-friendly vehicle that's a bit more
maneuverable than the regular Grand Caravan. The Journey does indeed fill this void in
functional terms, offering lots of room for larger families and a number of pleasant convenience
and technology features. The question is whether buyers will find its interior quality and driving
dynamics sufficient relative to the ever-improving competition. After all, a journey is hardly
worth taking if you're not going to enjoy the trip. The Journey's strength is clearly its cabin
functionality, where the influence of Chrysler's minivans is unmistakable. Its optional third-row
seat sets it apart from two-row crossover SUVs, providing enough room for kids. The Journey is
also loaded with clever, well-conceived minivan-style conveniences, from the Flip 'n Stow
storage compartment under the front passenger seat to the Chill Zone glovebox beverage
cooler. Other neat options include MyGIG, Chrysler's hard-drive-based navigation and
entertainment system, and a rear-seat entertainment system with a 9-inch screen. If what you're
after is a versatile interior at a reasonable price, the Journey certainly delivers. Speaking of
pricing, that's another of the Journey's strengths, as the base SE model costs about the same
as a bare-bones five-seat family sedan. How does Dodge do it? Simple: It skimps on interior
quality and performance. The Journey's cabin materials are no nicer than those of the dismal
Dodge Caliber economy car, on which the Journey is based. Moreover, all Journeys feature
ponderous handling and steering that instills little confidence, even by the workaday standards
of this segment. Overall, the Dodge Journey has a split personality. On the one hand, it has
interior versatility and technology to spare; on the other hand, it's built like a cheap runabout
and performs like one, too. Among competing crossovers, Toyota's RAV4 offers a third-row

seat along with better performance, and the surprisingly enjoyable Kia Rondo is another model
to consider. The larger, three-row Ford Flex starts at about the same price as a loaded Journey,
and is superior in every way. And if you don't need the Journey's optional third row, virtually
any two-row crossover SUV on the market will be more pleasant to drive and own. Finally, our
consumer reviews show a record of poor reliability in a number of areas. We do not recommend
the Journey. The midgrade SXT adds inch alloy wheels, automatic headlamps, heated side
mirrors, a trip computer, enhanced interior storage, stain-resistant cloth upholstery, a six-way
power driver seat, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, a volt power outlet and satellite radio.
Dodge bundles most of the Journey's optional features into packages, and many of the upper
trim levels' features are available as options for the lower trims. Other major options, depending
on the trim level, include a Chrome Appearance package, sport-tuned suspension and steering,
Bluetooth, an iPod adapter, tri-zone climate control, a rear-seat entertainment system and a
hard-drive-based navigation and audio system with a back-up camera. The base-model Journey
SE comes with a 2. It drives the front wheels through a four-speed automatic transmission. It's
matched to a six-speed automatic transmission with manual shift control. On these trim levels,
buyers have a choice of front-wheel drive or all-wheel drive. None of the above is very good
relative to the competition. Every Journey includes antilock disc brakes, traction control,
rollover-sensing stability control, active front head restraints, front-seat side airbags and side
curtain airbags for all three rows. A rearview camera is optional, as are handy built-in
second-row child booster seats, a first in this segment. In crash tests, the Journey received
perfect ratings in all categories. The government awarded it five starts in both front and side
impacts, and the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the Journey its highest "Good"
rating for both frontal-offset and side impacts. Despite its plebeian Caliber roots, the Dodge
Journey is a well-fed specimen, with even the base SE model tipping the scales at a hefty 3,
pounds. The four-cylinder engine is simply overmatched here -- there's not nearly enough
power to merge confidently on the highway, and it sounds as strained as it feels. On the open
road, the Journey stays quiet, but its steering is terribly numb and vague. Overall, few
crossovers are as unpleasant to drive as this Dodge. Inside, the Dodge Journey is a spacious,
versatile family hauler. The second-row seats slide fore and aft, and access to the third-row
seats is a breeze. All-around comfort is reduced somewhat due to the hard and flat seats,
however, and the low placement of the audio controls makes them awkward to reach for the
driver -- especially with the optional touchscreen-controlled stereo. Materials quality and fit and
finish are notably subpar. In terms of utility, there's obvious influence from Chrysler's minivans,
as the Journey's interior is awash in cupholders, lidded storage bins and cubbyholes, including
tubs beneath the second-row floor and an ingenious compartment beneath the front passenger
seat. Maximum cargo capacity is 68 cubic feet, a bit less than what's available in some
competing models. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Dodge Journey. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Journey lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Lackluster base four-cylinder engine, subpar interior materials, ergonomic miscues, numb and
vague steering, soggy handling, poor reputation for reliability. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Dodge Journey
receives driver and front-passenger active head restraints, a larger 9-inch screen for the
rear-seat entertainment system and standard keyless entry. Read more. Write a review See all
85 reviews. Saved our lives in a rollover. We bought a gently used journey and traveled cross
country for Thanksgiving, honestly I didn't love it and hated the weird headrests, although the
various compartments were great. Someone clipped us going 90 on the highway and we rolled 5
times, ending up on the roof feet into a field. The side curtain airbags and those behind the front
seat headrests saved our lives, we bought another one immediately. We had small children in
the back, and we all walked away. Cheap interior, yes, but that car saved our lives so we can
celebrate Christmas this year. Read less. I have had this car now for 9 months and 14k miles. It
is amazing!! I can drive this car all day long and arrive at my destination fresh. Roadtrips, the

miles woosh by silently as the V6 purrs along. That 75 mph, it spins along under 2, rpm. It
returns mpg at that speed The interior does have a lot of hard resting spots but is so full of
cubbies and storage bins, who cares, really? Two bins under the floor in back, another huge bin
in the cargo area under the floor, another bin under the front passenger seat cushion.
Cupholders everywhere, door and console. The rear seats recline and move back and forth for
legroom. The third row is just for kids though. Way ahead of whatever is in 2nd place. Had an
'04 Porsche Cayenne Turbo and just loved it! Thought we'd like a Mercedes - bought an '08 E
4-Matic. Super car but missed the SUV. Wanted 3 row seats for grandkids, reasonable economy,
comfort, conveinence, versatility, etc. Looked at everything out there within reason. Thought the
Jouney is the best bang for the buck. The Mazda CX-9 was nice but too big for the wife. This
Journey does not disappoint - super quiet, very comfortable, and easy to enter and exit. Best
move we made in 46 years of marriage! I love love love my new journey. This vehicle is
absolutely amazing. It has an 3rd row of seats so I didn't have to buy a minivan. Plenty of space
for all the extra kids I tote along everywhere. The drive and the ride is so smooth. All the extra
storage spots are awesome. It is relaxing to drive this crossover. The gas mileage is average
but great compared to what I was spending on gas in my Dodge Ram. The kids absolutely love
everything in our Journey. So many windows, and not a blind spot anywhere. The 6 disc cd
changer is great. There is nothing negative to say about this car. Did I mention that it is
beautiful on the outside. What a sleek and sexy crossover!! See all 85 reviews of the Used
Dodge Journey. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk
Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars
related to the Journey. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

